
83%
of surveyed students said they
felt more prepared to take the
test after CollegeSpring.OUR PROGRAMS 

WHO WE ARE

CollegeSpring is the only
national nonprofit that
provides in-school
preparation on
standardized tests to help
first-generation students
from low-income
backgrounds unlock better
college and career
opportunities after high
school.

                [COLLEGESPRING] IS BY FAR THE      
 BEST SAT PREPARATION THAT I’VE EVER
SEEN. THEY PROVIDE ALL OF THE SUPPORT
THAT YOU NEED: [THEY’RE] SUPER USER-
FRIENDLY;  STUDENTS LIKE IT; AND THEY’RE 
JUST AN AMAZING RESOURCE.

-BILLY CASTANHA, AVID TEACHER

ACT Prep

TSIA2 Prep

Digital SAT Prep

Since 2008, CollegeSpring has served more than                 
               students across 50+ schools and
organizations–over the next three years, we aim to
serve               more. We have a track record of
adapting and rising to meet the needs of educators
and students, honing our expertise in 

so that students can access greater opportunities.

Scaling our work is not just about the numbers; our
purpose is to systemically embed our program inside
the education system. We focus on schools with a
high concentration of poverty and a majority of
students who are below the national test score
average.

40,000

60,000

college and career readiness assessments

OUR IMPACT

UNLOCKING STUDENT POTENTIAL
AND POSTSECONDARY SUCCESS

www.collegespring.org | info@collegespring.org | @collegespring

HOW WE DO IT
CollegeSpring harnesses the                                       by
empowering them with instructional coaching, digital
curriculum, lesson plans, and data analysis–all housed
in a sophisticated Learning Management System
(LMS). 

Teachers, whom students already know and trust,
deliver our program during the school day and help
students boost scores on the ACT, SAT, and TSIA2,                     
increasing their access to scholarships and                                 
                                                                     through dual
enrollment or avoiding remediation.

CollegeSpring students are not only building
foundational skills in math, writing, and English, they
are also                                        and building life skills like
goal-setting and resilience.

power of teachers

gaining confidence

eliminating roadblocks to success



Know how the test can change their future
trajectories and feel motivated to use it as a
lever to unlock opportunity; 
Achieve the academic skills to perform
effectively on the test; and
Have knowledge about the college application
process and the role of tests in admissions and
financial aid.

Students need to: 

Together, these build a student’s                                 ,
leading to results that set students up for success
on the test and beyond.

Between 20 and 40 core lessons covering
official test standards;
Additional 10 College Knowledge and 6
Motivation & Mindset lessons that grow the
whole learner; and,
Robust Teacher Facilitation Guides that
include differentiated and detailed instruction.

that can integrate into your school's current
system with plug-and-play activities and
assignments to lighten the load of class
preparation.

 

with tools and formatting that build Test
Confidence with exam familiarity. Students are
exposed to more than 1,000 unique practice
questions throughout the course. 

that provide insight into which skills students are
struggling with and in-depth reports showing
progress toward official readiness standards.

WHAT MAKES
COLLEGESPRING UNIQUE

WE ARE MEETING THE MOMENT 
FOR TODAY'S STUDENTS

WE EMPOWER TEACHERS WITHOUT
ADDING TO THEIR WORKLOAD

WE PROVIDE DIFFERENTIATED
INSTRUCTION IDEAS AND SUPPORT

 
Teachers have limited time to create new lessons,
grade, and learn new topics. We provide a solution
to those strains through automatically graded,
time-saving lesson plans.

Teachers are the magic, and our curriculum
equips them to build their relationships with
students and drive the learning home.

 

Teachers are overwhelmed with mandates but
lack the concrete actions to fulfill them. Our
resources provide immediate ideas and support
for English Language Learners (ELL) and students
who are below grade level.

By helping students meet benchmarks, we help
districts and schools access significant
opportunities for incentivized funding.

THE RETURN ON INVESTEMENT IS HUGE

WHAT OUR MODEL OFFERS

SUCCESS ON TESTS REQUIRES
MORE THAN PRACTICE

Contact                                                to learn how you
can help unlock student potential or partner with
us for our ACT. SAT, and TSIA2 programs.!

Why CollegeSpring Works Partner With Us

Test Confidence

Test 
Confidence

info@collegespring.org

LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

PROPRIETARY CURRICULUM AND
RESOURCES:

PRACTICE TESTS THAT MIMIC 
OFFICIAL EXAMS

STUDENT AND AGGREGATE CLASS/
SCHOOL DATA REPORTS


